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The Tea Master and the Detective
The tea cermony—known as cha-no-yu, or literally "hot water
for tea"—has touched nearly every aspect of Japanese life.
First published in 1933 as Cha-No-Yu, or The Japanese Tea
Ceremony, this classic remains the gold standard for books
on the five-centuries-old tea ceremony, which is itself "an
epitome of Japanese civilization." Abundantly illustrated
with drawings and photographs showing every aspect of the
tea ceremony, this book takes readers on a complete tour of
furniture and utensils, architecture and gardens, and
numerous other features of cha-no-ya. Photos of tea bowls,
teahouses and gardens reveal the exquisite artistry of the
cult of tea. The Japanese Tea Ceremony is a fascinating
exploration of one of Japan's greatest arts and details the
importance of the tea ceremony's history and traditions, its
historical tea masters and its physical manifestations. This
book includes: Descriptions of the many disciples contained
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within the broader framework of tea ceremony, including art,
architecture, gardening and exquisite handicrafts The
experiences of masters of the art over the centuries
Histories of the various schools and traditions of the art
of tea
The Ancient Art of Tea is a delightful look at the
philosophy, history, and culture of tea in China. The health
benefits of tea, from green teas to white, oolong and black
teas, are well known in our world today. How to create the
perfect, healthy cup of tea is a process few people
genuinely understand, making The Ancient Art of Tea a needed
guide for tea lovers. Making a perfect cup of tea is a
dynamic process that requires the right environment, clear
spring water, a suitable fire to boil water, skill in
steeping tea, and deep understanding of tea connoisseurship.
From a variety of ancient tea books comes a broader
perspective and deeper insight into the topics that surround
the tea drinking experience. The ancient Chinese held tea
and the various types of tea in high regard for its
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medicinal and rejuvenating properties. They prized the teas
that grew high in the mountains, in crags and crevices in
the rocks. They believed that tea was best brewed with pure,
clean, mountain spring water, and that fire should be from
clean and natural sources since properly heated water would
define the subtle tastes of the tea. Using the proper
utensils enhanced the taste and experience of tea drinking.
And they believed that where you had your tea, along with
the people with whom you shared the experience, all
determine the value of the tea. The Ancient Art of Tea
contains vital information to assist tea drinkers in their
quest for yet another pot of delicious tea. This book
teaches the two fundamental secrets to tea as practiced in
ancient China—technique and taste. These exemplify some of
the basic concepts of the philosophy of tea, which greatly
enhances tea enjoyment. Not only an exhaustive source of tea
knowledge, The Ancient Art of Tea is also a significant
volume in the study of Chinese tea and is sure to become a
classic in itself.
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"Understanding the deep and vital connection between
Japanese art and the Way of Tea is a prerequisite for the
appreciation of Japanese culture in general. Here, for the
first time in English, a tea master tells how he was
prepared from childhood to master the spiritual, scholastic,
and technical aspects of the Way of Tea and became the
leader of more than two million practitioners. The book's
intimate style leads the reader to an understanding of the
spirit, joy, and discipline of tea"-Tea Cult Of Japan
Tea in Japan
Wisdom From the Ancient Chinese Tea Masters
The Japanese Tea Ceremony
Cha-No-Yu
The Teahouse Fire
Represents a major advance over previous publications.... Students
will find this volume especially useful as an introduction to the
primary sources, terminology, and dominant themes in the history of
chanoyu. --Journal of Japanese Studies Tea in Japan illuminates in
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depth and detail chanoyu's cultural connections and evolution from
the early Kamakura period... It is the quality of seeing the familiar and
not so familiar elements of tea emerge as a dynamic saga of human
invention and cultural intervention that makes this book exhilarating
and the details that the authors provide that make these essays
fascinating. --Journal of the Association of Teachers of Japanese
The Way of Tea draws upon the wisdom of ancient writings to explain
how modern tea lovers can bring peace and serenity to their time with
a steaming mug of their favorite beverage—and how to carry that
serenity with them throughout the day. Looking at all aspects of tea
and the tea ceremony from a spiritual perspective, The Way of Tea
shows readers how in the modern world the way of tea does not need
to be some somber religious ceremony, but can instead be a path for
anyone to experience and share inner peace, relax the ego, and be
free and open—an excellent recipe for a life well lived. Chapters
include: The Tao of Tea The Veins of the Leaf Calm Joy Completion
The Tea Space Living Reflections on the Way of Tea
Winner of the 2018 Nebula Award for Best Novella Finalist for the
Hugo Award for Best Novella “A window onto a beautifully developed
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world that widens the meaning of space opera.” —New York Times
Once, the mindship known as The Shadow's Child was a military
transport. Once, she leapt effortlessly between stars and planets,
carrying troops and crew for a war that tore the Empire apart. Until
an ambush killed her crew and left her wounded and broken. Now the
war is over, and The Shadow's Child, surviving against all odds, has
run away. Discharged and struggling to make a living, she has no
plans to go back into space. Until the abrasive and arrogant scholar
Long Chau comes to see her. Long Chau wants to retrieve a corpse for
her scientific studies: a simple enough, well-paid assignment. But
when the corpse they find turns out to have been murdered, the
simple assignment becomes a vast and tangled investigation,
inexorably leading back to the past--and, once again, to that
unbearable void where The Shadow's Child almost lost both sanity and
life... “[The Tea Master and the Detective] is a window onto a
beautifully developed world that widens the meaning of space opera,
one that centers on Chinese and Vietnamese cultures and customs
instead of Western military conventions, and is all the more welcome
for it.” —Amal El-Mohtar, New York Times “The Tea Master and the
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Detective is the Sherlock Holmes retelling I always wanted and now I
have it. And I want so much more of it.” —Ana Grilo, Kirkus “The Tea
Master is an astonishing Holmesian mystery, in which Holmes is a
woman and Watson is a spaceship. It is everything I wanted it to be.
Tea, space, and mysteries within mysteries.” —Mary Robinette Kowal
“Ingenious... As a classical blend of far-future SF and traditional
murder mystery, The Tea Master and the Detective should satisfy
readers unfamiliar with the Xuya universe, but at the same time it’s an
intriguing introduction to that universe, much of which seems to lie
just outside the borders of this entertaining tale.” —Gary K. Wolfe,
Locus “De Bodard constructs a convincingly gritty setting and a pair
of unique characters with provocative histories and compelling
motivations. The story works as well as both science fiction and
murder mystery, exploring a future where pride, guilt, and mercy are
not solely the province of humans.” —Publishers’ Weekly
The Shadow's Child is a living mindship that was discharged from
military transport service after an injury and now makes a living
brewing mind-altering teas to help space travelers. When abrasive
and eccentric scholar Long Chau requests a corpse from space for
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scientific study, the ship accepts the odd assignment. When the body
she brings back turns out to have been murdered, Long Chau feels
compelled to investigate, dragging The Shadow Child with her.
Adapted from Oral Tradition
The Book of Tea (茶之書)
Reflections on a Life with Tea
Way of Tea
A Novel
Japanese Tea Ceremony
The Book of Tea, one of the great English tea classics, is a long essay
about the connection between teaism, Taoism, and the aesthetics of
Japanese culture. It was written by Okakura Kakuz in English and was
published in the United States in 1906. The essay targets a Western
audience and seeks to explain the importance of tea in Japanese culture,
not just as a beverage, but as a form of art expressed in different
aspects. After a brief introduction of the Western attitude towards tea,
Okakura demystifies the admiration of the Japanese people for this green
plant by presenting the different schools of tea, its connection to Zen
philosophy, and how it has affected the arts. The famous tea ceremony
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and its rigid formalities are explained, together with the contributions of
the great tea-masters. The Book of Tea is considered by many to be one
of the first books to introduce Eastern culture and philosophy to the
Western world. This was possible due to Okakura’s early contact with
the English language and Western thought, but also due to his later
involvement in the Asian art division of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts,
which he came to head in 1910. This book is part of the Standard Ebooks
project, which produces free public domain ebooks.
Begin your journey in the world of tea.Welcome to the very first edition
of the Course in Tea Sommelier handbook. This book is intended to be
the primary resource for students who are participating in the fully
Certified Tea Sommelier Course, but has been written with all people in
mind. This book will aid and enrich the studies of those interested in
tea.This book was written with our love and dedication to tea, to share
our knowledge with the world. It is our hope to inspire that same level of
dedication in our students, creating tea sommeliers who are passionate
about the service of tea.Visit our website at
www.australianteamasters.com.au.
Chado the Way of Tea: A Japanese Tea Master's Almanac is a translation
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of the Japanese classic Sado-saijiki, first published in 1960. Covering tearelated events in Japan throughout the year, Master Sasaki provides
vignettes of festivals and formal occasions, and as well as the traditional
contemplative poetry that is a part of the tea ceremony. Each chapter
covers variations in the tea ceremony appropriate for a single month,
including: Themes and sentiments—tea gatherings at night, under the
moon, on snowy days, and many others. Special events—describing major
tea festivals such as Hina-matsuri and yasurai-matsuri. Flowers with
tea—a list of 250 flowers, divided by season with an explanation of how
they are incorporated into the tea ceremony. Cakes—descriptions and
ingredients of moist and dry cakes and toffees used in the tea ceremony.
Meals for tea—the meal, kaiseki, accounts for almost a third of any formal
tea ceremony. This section includes at least two proven menus for each
month. Words—seasonal words, poetic names for utensils, and nature
words used in the tea ceremony. The book also includes reproductions of
almost 100 Japanese paintings produced by the famous tea practitioner
Hara Sankei, with over 1,000 Japanese poems, and a glossary of over
500 specialized terms related to the tea ceremony.
Almost a millennium before the perfection of chado (the Way of Tea) by
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Sen Rikyu (1522-1591), the Chinese scholar-official Lu Yu (d. 785)
wrote exhaustively about tea and its virtues. Grand Tea Master Sen
Soshitsu begins his examination of tea's origins and development from
the eighth century through the Heian and medieval eras. This volume
illustrates that modes of thinking and practices now associated with the
Japanese Way of Tea can be traced to China--where from the classical
period tea was imbued with a spiritual quality.
Women and Tea Culture in Edo and Meiji Japan
The Great Teas of China
Essays on the History of Chanoyu
Master Davey and the Magic Tea House
A Japanese Tea Master's Almanac
Black Belt
British writer and tea historian Jane Pettigrew has joined forces again with
American tea writer Bruce Richardson to chronicle the fascinating story of tea s
influence on British and American culture, commerce and community spanning
nearly four centuries. These two leading tea professionals have seen first-hand
the current tea renaissance sweeping modern culture and have written over two
dozen books on the subject of tea, including The New Tea Companion. No
beverage has shaped Western civilization more than the ancient elixir - tea.
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Follow tea's amazing journey from Canton to London, Boston and beyond as these
two leaders of today's tea renaissance weave a fascinating story detailing how
the leaves of a simple Asian plant shaped the culture and politics of both the
United Kingdom and the United States. CHAPTER HIGHLIGHTS THE SEVENTEENTH
CENTURY: First Tea in England * East India Company * America s Thirst for Tea *
Tea Jars & Caddies THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY: Teas for Sale * Tea Smuggling *
Tea Etiquette * Liberty Tea * Boston Tea Party THE NINETEENTH CENTURY: An
Empire Built on Tea * Jane Austen s Tea Things * Afternoon Tea * Glasgow Tea
Movement * Tea & Suffrage THE TWENTIETH CENTURY: Teabags * The Tea Room
Movement * Wartime Tea * Rise of American Tea Brands * Tea Dances * Specialty
Tea THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY The American Teasmith * Tea & Health * The
Starbucks Effect * Culinary Tea Here is history as it should be written. In a spellbinding way the story skips merrily along while seeming to skip nothing; it moves
quickly but never seems to hurry. Any lover of quaint and curious lore will spend
happy hours taking instruction from these authors. James Norwood Pratt"
The Japanese tea ceremony blends art with nature and has for centuries brought
harmony to the daily life of its practitioners. Stories From a Tearoom Window is a
timeless collection of tales of the ancient tea sages, compiled in the eighteenth
century. Both longtime adherents and newcomers to the tea ceremony will be
fascinated by these legends, anecdotes, bits of lore and history that so aptly
express the essence of tea. Many of these stories center around the lives of the
great tea masters. First among them is Sen no Rikyu, who perfected the tea
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ceremony and embodies its poise, modesty and refinement. Among the famous
tales recounted here are those of Rikyu's morning glory tea ceremony and of his
tragic death. Darker presences of the great warlords Nobunaga and Hideyoshi,
who sponsored and also abused Rikyu, are manifest as well. Holding to the tea
ceremony's core ideal of natural simplicity, author Shigenori Chikamatsu brings to
the page stories which touch on the related arts of ceramics, poetry, Zen,
calligraphy, and the origins of everyday items of Japanese life such as the cotton
tabi split-toed socks and the bento lunchbox. Chapters include: Tearooms in the
Old Days Flowers in the Tea Garden The Origins of Tea Iori's Tea Scoop Famous
Lacquerers The Legacy of Rikyu's House The Tea Ceremony for Warriors
"The Spirit of Tea" is a radical departure from all of the tea books on the market
today. It touches upon tea's transcendental nature that no book has yet
examined. While a lot is written about tea's healing benefits and curative
properties, tea's more spiritual and mystical attributes gets little attention. The
author was motivated to write this book because of the profound absence of
information in this area. What is it that keeps us coming back to humanity's
favorite beverage next to water. Forget about English tea, cucumber sandwiches
and petite fours. You won't find them here because controversial aspects of tea's
intrinsic qualities are discussed. Myths about tea are debunked while others are
reanimated while the reader is also given practical information, including the
history and characteristics, special properties and features of the sixclassical
catagories of tea: White, Yellow, Green, Oolong, Black (or Red in China), and
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Puerh teas. All are explained in great detail with information their varieties, their
traditions, the nature of each, brewing techniques, along with an fascinating
narrative. (1166)
Tea Master Davey believes Hopper Smith is the boy in the legend that can save
the Blue Tiger tea. But does Hopper have what it takes to save the most precious
tea?
Stories from a Tearoom Window
Wisdom From the Old Chinese Tea Masters
All the Essentials from Leaf to Cup
The Story of Japanese Tea
Memory of Water
Tea's Influence on Commerce, Culture & Community

The Japanese Tea Ceremony is a detailed examination of the five-centuriesold tea ceremony—or Cha-no-Yu in Japanese, literally "hot water for tea"—a
cornerstone of Japanese culture and a core practice of Zen Buddhism.
Framed by intricately choreographed steps, the tea ceremony is as much
about the search for enlightenment as it is about serving tea. Within the
serenity of the tea room, the ceremony, with its highly formal structure,
becomes an object of focus for meditation. As the water is heated and the
tea is served, the ultimate goal is losing the sense of self while gaining
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inner peace. The path to mindfulness runs through the center of the tea
ceremony. Abundantly illustrated with over 160 drawings and 40 color
photos showing every aspect of the ceremony, this book takes readers on
a complete tour of furniture and utensils, teahouses and gardens, and
numerous other features of Cha-no-Yu. It also delves into the many
disciplines included within the broader framework of the tea
ceremony—Japanese art, calligraphy, flower arrangements, architecture,
gardening, and exquisite handicrafts. Learn more about the experiences of
masters of the tea ceremony over the centuries and histories of the various
schools and traditions of the art of tea. Full-color photos of tea bowls,
teahouses, and gardens reveal the exquisite artistry of the cult of tea and
this important Japanese tradition. With a new foreword by award-winning
author Laura C. Martin, The Japanese Tea Ceremony is a fascinating
exploration of the ritual and Zen philosophy of one of Japan's greatest
customs, truly "an epitome of Japanese civilization."
A thrilling new novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Lisa See
explores the lives of a Chinese mother and her daughter who has been
adopted by an American couple. Li-yan and her family align their lives
around the seasons and the farming of tea. There is ritual and routine, and
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it has been ever thus for generations. Then one day a jeep appears at the
village gate—the first automobile any of them have seen—and a stranger
arrives. In this remote Yunnan village, the stranger finds the rare tea he has
been seeking and a reticent Akha people. In her biggest seller, Snow
Flower and the Secret Fan, See introduced the Yao people to her readers.
Here she shares the customs of another Chinese ethnic minority, the Akha,
whose world will soon change. Li-yan, one of the few educated girls on her
mountain, translates for the stranger and is among the first to reject the
rules that have shaped her existence. When she has a baby outside of
wedlock, rather than stand by tradition, she wraps her daughter in a
blanket, with a tea cake hidden in her swaddling, and abandons her in the
nearest city. After mother and daughter have gone their separate ways, Liyan slowly emerges from the security and insularity of her village to
encounter modern life while Haley grows up a privileged and well-loved
California girl. Despite Haley’s happy home life, she wonders about her
origins; and Li-yan longs for her lost daughter. They both search for and
find answers in the tea that has shaped their family’s destiny for
generations. A powerful story about a family, separated by circumstances,
culture, and distance, Tea Girl of Hummingbird Lane paints an
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unforgettable portrait of a little known region and its people and celebrates
the bond that connects mothers and daughters.
Soshitsu Sen is the 15th Grand Master of the Urasenke school of Chado, or
the Way of Tea, and a cultural leader both in Japan and around the world.
This text focuses on Sen's life, beginning with his education, through the
war and postwar years into the present.
From tea guru Sebastian Beckwith and New York Times bestsellers
Caroline Paul and Wendy MacNaughton comes the essential guide to
exploring and enjoying the vast world of tea. Tea, the most popular
beverage in the world after water, has brought nations to war, defined
cultures, bankrupted coffers, and toppled kings. And yet in many ways this
fragrantly comforting and storied brew remains elusive, even to its
devotees. As down-to-earth yet stylishly refined as the drink itself, A Little
Tea Book submerges readers into tea, exploring its varieties, subtleties,
and pleasures right down to the process of selecting and brewing the
perfect cup. From orange pekoe to pu-erh, tea expert Sebastian Beckwith
provides surprising tips, fun facts, and flavorful recipes to launch dabblers
and connoisseurs alike on a journey of taste and appreciation. Along with
writer and fellow tea-enthusiast Caroline Paul, Beckwith walks us through
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the cultural and political history of the elixir that has touched every corner
of the world. Featuring featuring charming, colorful charts, graphs, and
illustrations by bestselling illustrator Wendy MacNaughton and Beckwith's
sumptuous photographs, A Little Tea Book is a friendly, handsome, and
illuminating primer with a dash of sass and sophistication. Cheers!
From Its Origins in China to Sen Rikyu
Harlequin Comics
Chado
A Biography of Hounsai Shositsu Sen XV
The Tea Girl of Hummingbird Lane
The Grand Tea Master
“Like attending seasons of elegant tea parties—each one resplendent with character and
drama. Delicious.”—Maxine Hong Kingston The story of two women whose lives intersect in
late-nineteenth-century Japan, The Teahouse Fire is also a portrait of one of the most
fascinating places and times in all of history—Japan as it opens its doors to the West. It was
a period when wearing a different color kimono could make a political statement, when
women stopped blackening their teeth to profess an allegiance to Western ideas, and when
Japan’s most mysterious rite—the tea ceremony—became not just a sacramental meal, but a
ritual battlefield. We see it all through the eyes of Aurelia, an American orphan adopted by
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the Shin family, proprietors of a tea ceremony school, after their daughter, Yukako, finds
her hiding on their grounds. Aurelia becomes Yukako’s closest companion, and they, the Shin
family, and all of Japan face a time of great challenges and uncertainty. Told in an
enchanting and unforgettable voice, The Teahouse Fire is a lively, provocative, and lushly
detailed historical novel of epic scope and compulsive readability.
The Book of Tea was written by Okakura Kakuzo in the early 20th century. It was first
published in 1906, and has since been republished many times. In the book, Kakuzo
introduces the term Teaism and how Tea has affected nearly every aspect of Japanese
culture, thought, and life. The book is accessibile to Western audiences because Kakuzo was
taught at a young age to speak English; and spoke it all his life, becoming proficient at
communicating his thoughts to the Western Mind. In his book, he discusses such topics as Zen
and Taoism, but also the secular aspects of Tea and Japanese life. The bo.
For a generation adjusting painfully to the demands of a modern industrial and commercial
society, Asia came to represent an alternative vision of the good life: aesthetically austere,
socially aristocratic, and imbued with spirituality. The Book of Tea was originally written in
English and sought to address the inchoate yearnings of disaffected Westerners. In a flash
of inspiration, Okakura saw that the formal tea party as practiced in New England was a
distant cousin of the Japanese tea ceremony, and that East and West had thus "met in the teacup."
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Where does tea come from? With DK's The Tea Book, learn where in the world tea is
cultivated and how to drink each variety at its best, with steeping notes and step-by-step
recipes. Visit tea plantations from India to Kenya, recreate a Japanese tea ceremony,
discover the benefits of green tea, or learn how to make the increasingly popular Chai tea.
Exploring the spectrum of herbal, plant, and fruit infusions, as well as tea leaves, this is a
comprehensive guide for all tea lovers.
The Tea Master and the Detective
Tea Life, Tea Mind
Course in Tea Sommelier
Legend of the Blue Tiger Tea
Cultivating Femininity
Cha-no-Yu and the Zen Art of Mindfulness
The overwhelming majority of tea practitioners in contemporary Japan are women, but there has been
little discussion on their historical role in tea culture (chanoyu). In Cultivating Femininity, Rebecca
Corbett writes women back into this history and shows how tea practice for women was understood,
articulated, and promoted in the Edo (1603–1868) and Meiji (1868–1912) periods. Viewing chanoyu
from the lens of feminist and gender theory, she sheds new light on tea’s undeniable influence on the
formation of modern understandings of femininity in Japan. Corbett overturns the iemoto tea school’s
carefully constructed orthodox narrative by employing underused primary sources and closely
examining existing tea histories. She incorporates Pierre Bourdieu’s theories of social and cultural
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capital and Norbert Elias’s “civilizing process” to explore the economic and social incentives for
women taking part in chanoyu. Although the iemoto system sought to increase its control over every
aspect of tea, including book production, eighteenth- and nineteenth-century popular texts aimed
specifically at women evidence the spread of tea culture beyond parameters set by the schools. The
expansion of chanoyu to new social groups cascaded from commoner men to elite then commoner
women. Shifting the focus away from male tea masters complicates the history of tea in Japan and
shows how women of different social backgrounds worked within and without traditionally accepted
paradigms of tea practice. The direct socioeconomic impact of the spread of tea is ultimately revealed
in subsequent advances in women’s labor opportunities and an increase in female social mobility.
Through their participation in chanoyu, commoner women were able to blur and lessen the status gap
between themselves and women of aristocratic and samurai status. Cultivating Femininity offers a new
perspective on the prevalence of tea practice among women in modern Japan. It presents a fresh, muchneeded approach, one that will be appreciated by students and scholars of Japanese history, gender,
and culture, as well as by tea practitioners. An electronic version of this book is freely available thanks
to the support of libraries working with Knowledge Unlatched, a collaborative initiative designed to
make high-quality books open access for the public good. The open-access version of this book is
licensed under Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International (CC
BY-NC-ND 4.0), which means that the work may be freely downloaded and shared for noncommercial purposes, provided credit is given to the author. Derivative works and commercial uses
require permission from the publisher.
The Ancient Art of Tea is a delightful look at the philosophy, history, and culture of tea in China. The
health benefits of tea, from green teas to white, oolong and black teas, are well known in our world
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today. How to create the perfect, healthy cup of tea is a process few people truly understand, making
The Ancient Art of Tea a needed guide for tea lovers. Making a perfect cup of tea is a dynamic
process that requires the right environment, good spring water, a suitable fire to boil water, skill in
steeping tea, and deep understanding of tea connoisseurship. From a variety of ancient tea books comes
a broader perspective and deeper insight into the topics that surround the tea drinking experience. The
ancient Chinese held tea and the various types of tea in high regard for its medicinal and rejuvenating
properties. They prized the teas that grew high in the mountains, in crags and crevices in the rocks.
They believed that tea was best brewed with pure, clean, mountain spring water, and that fire should be
from clean and natural sources since properly heated water would define the subtle tastes of the tea.
Using the proper utensils enhanced the taste and experience of tea drinking. And they believed that
where you had your tea, along with the people with whom you shared the experience, all determine the
value of the tea. The Ancient Art of Tea contains vital information to assist tea drinkers in their quest
for yet another pot of delicious tea. This book teaches the two fundamental secrets to tea as practiced
in ancient China—technique and taste. These exemplify some of the basic concepts of the philosophy
of tea, which greatly enhances tea enjoyment. Not only an exhaustive source of tea knowledge, The
Ancient Art of Tea is also a very important volume in the study of Chinese tea and is sure to become a
classic in itself.
First published in 2006. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
An amazing, award-winning speculative fiction debut novel by a major new talent, in the vein of
Ursula K. Le Guin. Global warming has changed the world’s geography and its politics. Wars are
waged over water, and China rules Europe, including the Scandinavian Union, which is occupied by
the power state of New Qian. In this far north place, seventeen-year-old Noria Kaitio is learning to
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become a tea master like her father, a position that holds great responsibility and great secrets. Tea
masters alone know the location of hidden water sources, including the natural spring that Noria’s
father tends, which once provided water for her whole village. But secrets do not stay hidden forever,
and after her father’s death the army starts watching their town—and Noria. And as water becomes
even scarcer, Noria must choose between safety and striking out, between knowledge and kinship.
Imaginative and engaging, lyrical and poignant, Memory of Water is an indelible novel that portrays a
future that is all too possible.
The Samurai and the Tea Master
The Japanese Way of Tea
The Spirit of Tea
The Ancient Art of Tea
Chado the Way of Tea
This classic of Japanese cultural studies explains the famous Japanese
tea ceremony or cha-no-yu with great scholarship and clarity. In 1933,
when A. L. Sadler's imposing book on the Japanese tea ceremony first
appeared, there was no other work on the subject in English that even
remotely approached it in comprehensiveness or detail. Having attained
something of the stature of a classic among studies of Japanese
esthetics, it has remained one of the most sought-after of books in
this field. It is therefore both a pleasure and a privilege to make it
available once again in a complete and unabridged digital version The
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tea culture book is abundantly illustrated with drawings of tea
ceremony furniture and utensils, tearoom architecture and garden
design, floor and ground plans, and numerous other features of the chano-yu. A number of photographic plates picture famous tea bowls,
teahouses, and gardens.
Written in English by a Japanese scholar in 1906, ""The Book of Tea""
is an elegant attempt to explain the philosophy of the Japanese Tea
Ceremony, with its Taoist and Zen Buddhist roots, to a Western
audience in clear and simple terms. One of the most widely-read
English works about Japan, it had a profound influence on western
undertsanding of East Asian tradition.
The Second Edition of master tea merchant Roy Fong's classic The Great
Teas of China has been thoroughly revised, rewritten, and re-edited,
with significant new material added, particularly around water,
teaware, and the brewing process. Fong also included more memories,
anecdotes, and photographs from over 30 years of travel and learning
in China's tea regions. From hand-picked white teas from Fu Ding and
expertly crafted oolongs from Taiwan, to patiently aged puerh from
Yunnan and everything in between, Fong offers his insights on
choosing, brewing, and enjoying more than a dozen iconic Chinese tea
varieties. Since 1993, Fong's Imperial Tea Court in San Francisco has
been educating and inspiring tea enthusiasts, who visit from all over
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the world to enjoy America's finest selection of Chinese tea. The
Great Teas of China is a very personal and accessible introduction to
contemporary connoisseurship of Camellia sinensis, the flowering
perennial at the heart of Chinese culture for thousands of years.
The material for this book has accumulated over twelve years of active
practice in Japan's rite of tea of which the author has received full
instructorship; two years of full-time employment at a traditional tea
vendor in the heart of Uji, during which he studied for and passed the
examination of the Nihoncha Instructor Association and received
certification as accredited instructor; regular meetings with, and tea
farm visits at the properties of skilled artisan tea manufacturers,
encounters that have provided much insight in subjects as the
struggles of tea farmers, the reality behind the manufacturing of tea,
and the workings of the industry as a whole. In addition, for the past
four years, the author has devoted his life to discovering the essence
of tea through curating a special selection of tea, repeatedly talking
to and interviewing tea manufacturers, gathering insider information
about the industry, etc. in order to truthfully and openly make this
information available internationally. The discoveries made, and the
information gathered during such interactions is what constitutes the
foundation for the material presented in this book, and it is with the
wish to objectively portray what Japanese tea at its core and in
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essence is that this book has been brought to life.
Ancient Art of Tea
On a Red Station, Drifting
A Social History of Tea
A Broad Outline of Its Cultivation, Manufacturing, History and
Cultural Values
The Book of Tea
A Little Tea Book

The Book of Tea was written by Okakura Kakuzo in the early 20th
century. It was first published in 1906, and has since been
republished many times. In the book, Kakuzo introduces the term
Teaism and how Tea has affected nearly every aspect of Japanese
culture, thought, and life. The book is accessibile to Western
audiences because Kakuzo was taught at a young age to speak
English; and spoke it all his life, becoming proficient at
communicating his thoughts to the Western Mind. In his book, he
discusses such topics as Zen and Taoism, but also the secular
aspects of Tea and Japanese life. The book emphasises how Teaism
taught the Japanese many things; most importantly, simplicity.
Kakuzo argues that this tea-induced simplicity affected art and
architecture, and he was a long-time student of the visual arts.
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He ends the book with a chapter on Tea Masters, and spends some
time talking about Sen no Rikyu and his contribution to the
Japanese Tea Ceremony. According to Tomonobu Imamichi,
Heidegger's concept of Dasein in Sein und Zeit was inspired -although Heidegger remains silent on this -- by Okakura Kakuzo's
concept of das-in-dem-Welt-sein (to be in the being of the
world) expressed in The Book of Tea to describe Zhuangzi's
philosophy, which Imamichi's teacher had offerred to Heidegger
in 1919, after having followed lessons with him the year before.
The oldest and most respected martial arts title in the
industry, this popular monthly magazine addresses the needs of
martial artists of all levels by providing them with information
about every style of self-defense in the world - including
techniques and strategies. In addition, Black Belt produces and
markets over 75 martial arts-oriented books and videos including
many about the works of Bruce Lee, the best-known marital arts
figure in the world.
Experience the World’s Finest Teas, Qualities, Infusions,
Rituals, Recipes
Lore and Legnds of the Japanese Tea Ceremony
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Revised and Expanded
LORD OF LA PAMPA
The Tea Book
The Political Significance of the Tea Master Sen Rikyu
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